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The specification of distributed systems is a complex task, which is made easier
by the use of object-oriented design methodologies. With the advent of UML as
a standard notation for object-oriented software design, the application of this
notation to the design of distributed systems is appropriate. The design of
distributed systems involves both software and hardware specifications,
however, the UML notation is primarily directed at the design of the software
within a system and the facilities directed towards the specification of the
physical environment are limited. Specification of the physical environment
using UML can be achieved, but by using alternative parts of the notation to the
proposed ‘implementation diagrams’. Using the alternatives presented in this
paper enables a satisfactory specification, which is for example, detailed
enough for the automatic generation of performance models.
1 Introduction
Many different processes, methodologies and notations cover the design and
development of the software in a system. However, very little consideration is given
to the context in which the system operates and the physical environment that
empowers it to execute.
From a performance engineering perspective both of these two areas are of vital
importance. The relationship between the system and the context in which it operates
determines the load on the system, and drives or determines its behaviour. The other
relationship, the mapping between the physical structure of the system and its logical
behaviour is equally important; this effectively determines the capability, of both the
system and its behaviour, to respond to the stimulus from the operating context.
The UML language has many facilities for the description of the software of a
system, and these facilities are being extensively exercised and developed by the
community. The facilities for definition of the hardware and system context are
however, minimal and in the case of the hardware description notation, appear to be
rarely used.
This paper discusses how to use the UML for the specification of the physical
environment of a distributed system, and the mapping of the application components
onto the physical environment. The method described in this paper has resulted from
the Performance Modelling of ATM Based Applications and Services
(PERMABASE) project carried out by British Telecom and the University of Kent at
Canterbury, and funded by British Telecom.
The paper starts by placing the research within the context of the PERMABASE
project. This is followed by some background information including a discussion
regarding the UML version 1.1 implementation diagrams, and a look at the
PERMABASE concepts with regard to the ISO Reference Model for Open
Distributed Processing (RM-ODP, [14]) to see how its viewpoint specifications
address the problem area.
The main body of the paper provides a critique of UML version 1.1 deployment
diagrams as a means to illustrate physical environment specifications. The critique
comes from a distributed systems perspective, by reference to conventions developed
under the PERMABASE project.
The PERMABASE adaptation of UML version 1.1 was developed in parallel and
independently of UML version 1.31, the paper continues by providing a comparison
with features introduced in UML version 1.3, and commends version 1.3 as a
significant improvement. The PERMABASE adaptations are shown to be inline with
the version 1.3 improvements, but in fact go further. The extra solutions proposed
could be usefully adopted to extend version 1.3.
The paper concludes with a look at other work related to the area of distributed
system modelling, in particular discussing other proposed solutions to the
specification of the physical environment and comparing them with our approach, and
a summary of the research documented in this paper.
2 Overview of PERMABASE
The PERMABASE project ([2], [3], [4]) is concerned with bringing the advantages of
performance modelling into the realm of the distributed system designer. Although
the performance model generation is of primary concern within the project, it should
be secondary to the system designer. The system, hardware, and software designers
should be primarily concerned with the process of designing the system, and not
spending their time and energy on the generation of a performance model.
The PERMABASE philosophy is therefore, to automatically generate performance
models directly from the system design model. The rise of the UML within the design
community as a standard notation for object-oriented software design, suggested that
this would be a suitable notation, on which to base the project’s prototype toolkit.
The project identified three distinct domains involved in the specification of the
entire system design, and also the distinction between declaring the types (or classes)
of components that exist in the system, and the instances of those components that
form the deployed system.
Four model viewpoints were defined, one for specifying the declaration of
components from each separate domain, and the fourth to specify the instances of the
components and their connectivity. They are described as follows:
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1. Workload – Specification of classes of component considered as external to
the system, but that drive or load the system.
2. Application – Specification of classes of component that form the software or
logical behaviour of the system.
3. Execution Environment – Specification of classes of component that are
physical components, providing the resources used by the application during
system operation.
4. System Scenario – Defines the instances of declared components, and the
connections between them, which form a specific system architecture or
configuration.
Combining the specifications from each of the four domains, a Composite Model
Data Structure (CMDS) of the entire system specification is produced. The CMDS is
checked for consistency, and via a number of transformations, is finally translated
into a discrete event simulation, performance model, of the system.
The results of executing the performance model are ‘fed back’ to the system
designer(s), and can be used to adjust the system design specification such that it
meets any performance requirements that have been imposed upon it.
It was the intention that each of the model viewpoint specifications be described
using a standard notation and tool. However, the application model is the only
specification area that already receives significant notation and tool support.
Consequently, we determined to use, and adapt if necessary, the UML notation for the
representation of all four domain specification areas. The adaptation of the UML to
the representation of the Execution Environment and System Scenario specifications
is discussed in this paper.
3 Background
Within the UML, the two implementation diagrams are the intended aspects of the
notation for the portrayal of the type of information specified by the PERMABASE
Execution Environment and System Scenario specification viewpoints. However, as
we will see, the UML version 1.1 standard’s definition of these diagrams is
inadequate for the detailed specification of a distributed systems physical
environment, as required by the PERMABASE project.
In this section, we discuss the UML implementation diagrams, indicating their
unsuitability for the specification of distributed system physical environment issues.
This is followed by an RM-ODP perspective on such a specification.
The discussion is based on early literature definitions of the UML version 1.1 that
were available during the PERMABASE project. This sets the background for the
ideas proposed in the paper. Since the project termination, and the subsequent release
of UML version 1.3, the definition of the implementation diagrams has been
significantly improved. The impact of the changes on the PERMABASE solutions is
discussed later in the paper.
3.1 UML Implementation diagrams
There are two types of UML Implementation diagram, the Component Diagram and
the Deployment Diagram. They both appear to be evolutions of diagrams originally
part of the Booch Notation ([9]) – Module and Process Diagrams. Neither diagram is
given much discussion in most of the literature on UML, and the impression of the
author (although not founded on any quantified measures), is that the diagrams are not
frequently used, or commonly understood how to be used.
The component diagram, as defined in the UML version 1.1 standard ([1]), “…
shows the dependencies among software components, including source code
components, binary code components, and executable code components.” Fowler
([10]) indicates that components correspond to packages, and hence does not include
component diagrams in his book.
 If we look back to the component diagram’s ancestor, the module diagram, Booch
([9]) states that “A module diagram is used to show the allocation of classes and
objects to modules in the physical design of the system.” with a heavy indication that
the components tie up with (implementation) code files.
The Deployment diagrams, from the version 1.1 standard, “… show the
configuration of run-time processing elements and the software components,
processes, and objects that live on them. Software component instances represent run-
time manifestations of code units.” Fowler says much the same thing, that they “…
show the physical relationships among software and hardware components in the
delivered system.” He also states that he has not “In practice, …seen this kind of
diagram used much. Most people do draw diagrams to show this kind of information,
but they use informal cartoons.”
It can be seen from these descriptions that the diagrams are, as their collective
name suggests, diagrams to aid implementation. The physical environment is assumed
to be in existence, and the diagrams show the “deployment” of the software design
over it. From the perspective of distributed system design, there are two major issues
or difficulties with the use of these diagrams:
1. The physical environment is not necessarily a ‘given’, it may also be in
the process of being designed.
2. The assumption of ‘distribution transparency’, and the fact that we are
working with high level designs, eliminates the necessity to think about
modules and code files; instead we wish to specify the location of objects
and the connections between them.
The concept of components and deployment of components is still valid, but with a
different emphasis. The components of the system are not organised into modules and
are not only the objects, or classes, but are also the platforms, networks, users and any
other entity that is part of the system or it’s environment. The deployment of these
components includes their instantiation (as the components are all definitions of
types) and connection both physically and logically. Physical connections show which
hardware objects are connected together and which platforms the software objects
‘run’ on. Logical connections show how the software objects are configured.
3.2 An RM-ODP perspective on physical environment specifications
The Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP, [14]) is a well
recognised standard related to distributed system design. It is not prescriptive in
defining a specific design process or notation, but it identifies areas and concepts that,
if addressed, will aid the success of the design, and that must be addressed in order
that the design can be considered an ‘Open Distributed System’.
The area of design specification relating to physical parts of the system within the
RM-ODP, are covered within its Engineering and Technology Viewpoint models and
definitions, and the mapping of Computational (Viewpoint model) objects to
Engineering (Viewpoint model) objects. Also relevant are the distribution
transparency mechanisms identified by the RM-ODP standard.
From the perspective of the application design (the logical or behavioural domain)
we take a philosophy of distribution transparency, in particular, location transparency.
Any object may communicate with any other object (provided it has a reference to it)
and no attention is given to the mechanism used to enable that communication.
From a performance engineering perspective, it is vitally necessary to know the
location of each object. There are two important relationships, dependent upon the
object location, which significantly affect the performance of the system:
• Between the platform providing the execution resources and the objects using
those resources.
• Between the location of the platform supporting an object and the location of
the platforms supporting other objects it communicates with, and hence the
network specifications providing the communications path.
The PERMABASE performance engine and the translation process between the
design model and the performance model provide the location transparency
mechanism.
In fact, the performance model engine, and the translation process from CMDS to
the performance model, automatically provide all of the engineering transparencies
and functionality required to support the execution of the designed software
application (or computational objects).
There is only one Engineering Viewpoint piece of information that the system
design is required to provide: The initial configuration of objects on platforms, or in
RM-ODP terms, the allocation of Computational objects to Engineering nodes. All
other engineering details are hidden by the automation.
The Technology Viewpoint requires the definition of the specific technological
components used within the distributed system. From the perspective of the
PERMABASE system model, this requires the specification of types of hardware
component. The characteristics of the hardware components must be specified such
that the quantity of resource provided, can be determined and used for performance
model generation. The specification technique, should however, be directed towards
system design not performance model design.
4 Physical environment specification
The specification of the physical environment of a distributed system is divided in
PERMABASE between two specification domains: the Execution Environment and
System Scenario specifications. The use of UML for the representation of these two
specification domains is discussed in the following subsections.
4.1 Execution Environment
The information specified within this PERMABASE viewpoint is covered completely
by the RM-ODP Technology Viewpoint requirements2. It is used to define the types
of hardware components that are used within the distributed system, and the
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Fig. 1. Static Structure diagram showing a physical component type hierarchy
Although we are not specifying software or logical classes of component, we are
still specifying classes, though in this case they are classes of hardware component,
and hence a Class or Static Structure diagram is an appropriate means to represent the
information specified.
Fig. 1a shows an example Static Structure diagram, specifying some Execution
Environment (or physical) components. As can be seen in the figure, the
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generalisation relationship can be used to group types of component, and/or aid with
the re-use of components and (predefined) component libraries.
By using the UML facility to represent a stereotyped component by an alternative
icon, the diagram can be made more visually recognisable, as in Fig. 1b. This
technique, however, does not strictly conform to the UML standard. Stereotypes are
intended for the definition of new semantic variations of the original UML meta-
model element, not for defining alternative icons, on a per-project basis, for particular
components.
4.2 System Scenario
The System Scenario PERMABASE viewpoint is for specifying the particular
configuration of component instances and connectivity that represents the instance of
the overall system that is being designed (or of which we wish to predict the
performance). The specification is covered by both the Computational and
Engineering Viewpoint models from the RM-ODP, relevant aspects of which, define
the connectivity and instantiation of application (computational) objects, the
allocation of those objects to hardware platforms, and the connectivity of the
platforms.
We start by looking at how to use the current (UML version 1.1) deployment
diagrams, for the representation of a System Scenario specification. We illustrate a
number of problems with this approach, followed by our alternative representation
using Object diagrams. The new approach demonstrates the solutions to the problems
identified with existing deployment diagrams.
Finally we look at the future UML version 1.3 deployment diagrams, indicating
how these change the significance of the problems.
4.2.1 Using version 1.1 deployment diagrams
Within the UML, the obvious place to look for notation to specify System Scenario
information is the UML Deployment diagram, as it is intended for illustrating the
deployment, or configuration, of a system. However, if we look at the example in fig.
2, we see a number of shortcomings.
User_Terminal Server
LAN and WAN connectionbrowser store
Fig. 2. A UML deployment diagram
We would like the diagram to represent a system of ten user terminals connected
via a local area network and wide area network link to an off-site server. The users
access a store of information, located on the offsite server, which they browse
randomly at will.
The main drawback of deployment diagrams, is the lack of documentation on how
to use them (as discussed above), but for this particular example there are specific
difficulties in representing the required information:
1. The nodes are intended to represent the physical platforms that support the
behavioural aspects of the system, however there is no mechanism for connecting
the node instance with a specification of the class of type node, i.e. one of the
Execution Environment components specified.
2. A simple line and label represent the communication path between the two nodes.
Distributed systems are often deployed across complex network topologies, which
cannot be adequately represented without a more sophisticated notation. Fig. 2 is a
good (simple) example of this problem.
3. The objects supported by the various nodes should indicate their type3 or class.
4. There is no mechanism for indicating multiple instances of nodes, other than
drawing each individually. The above example requires the specification of ten
user terminals; this has not been indicated in the deployment diagram of fig. 2.
5. There needs to be a mechanism for defining the connectivity of the application
objects. In this example, there could be more than one store of information, with
some browsers connected to one and some to another.
6. This type of diagram is likely to be used to show non-experts the configuration of
the system being designed. Hence, the possibility of using icons that give a visual
representation of the system components would be useful.
7. Although not demonstrated by this example, there is no mechanism for
implementing hierarchy in the diagrams. Many (particularly large) systems could
not sensibly be represented on a single diagram.
4.2.2 Using object diagrams as an alternative
An object diagram, defined in version 1.1 of the UML standard as a Static Structure
diagram that shows only objects and not classes, is a more flexible and appropriate
mechanism for showing the specification of a system scenario, or configuration.
The deployment diagram does not add anything, other than a three dimensional
icon for node objects, above the notation provided by an object diagram, and in fact it
is more limited in its notational capabilities. Using an object diagram, each of the
problems with the deployment diagram representation can be addressed and
satisfactorily solved.
Fig. 3 shows an object diagram illustrating the same system we attempted to show
previously in the deployment diagram. This use of an object diagram to illustrate the
system configuration, solves the problems, outlined above, of using a deployment
diagram as follows:
1. Nodes, or physical platforms, are represented by objects, whose class can be given,
which enables specification of the ‘technology’ characteristics of the node, via a
‘node type’.
2. Communication paths are represented by a topology of ‘communication’ or
network objects, each of which requires a class to be specified. The class defines
the communication characteristics of the network object.
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Fig. 3. Object diagram of system deployment
3. The UML standard defines quite clearly the semantics and notation of Static
Structure Object diagrams, and how to specify objects (or class instances) within
those diagrams. The representation of an object allows for an object-type to be
specified, hence the class of the application objects can be shown.
4. Multiple instances can be shown, graphically by using the Collaboration diagram
notation for multiple objects, and a tagged value to indicate (textually) the number
of instances represented. (Strictly speaking this is not standard UML, though the
graphical notation would be recognisable from the Collaboration diagram notation,






Fig. 4. An object diagram showing the logical configuration
5. The application object connectivity, or logical configuration could be shown in a
number of ways. The information that is required to be illustrated, is that the value
of an attribute in one object that references another object is set to the value (name)
of some other object of the correct type. One way would be to illustrate it textually,
within the object’s attribute value compartment as shown in fig. 3. An alternative is
to show the application configuration as a separate ‘logical configuration’ object
diagram, using association (instance) links to connect the objects. This method is
illustrated in fig. 4.
6. The diagram can be given more visually recognisable graphics (fig. 5), by the use
of stereotype icons (as with the Execution Environment specification defined
above). Again, this is not strictly a correct use of the stereotype mechanism, but is
similarly used by Bourdeau et al. in [8]. When using alternative icons for
representation of the nodes, one cannot show containment graphically by enclosing
the object inside the node box, hence an association link between an object and its













Fig. 5. System configuration using alternative icons
7. The issue of hierarchical decomposition is covered in the following section.
4.2.3 Hierarchical Decomposition / Subsystems
To handle the specification of large distributed system configurations it is necessary
to break the system up into a number of subsystems. The whole system is composed
of components, some of which may be subsystems, and the subsystems are likewise
composed of components and possibly sub-subsystems etc.
Although the UML (version 1.1) semantics support a subsystem concept, they are
not given much attention in the early literature, nor are they mentioned in the notation
guide. A subsystem, according to the semantics, is both a classifier and a package,
providing the capability of hierarchical containment and instantiability. The
subsystem itself does not have any behaviour, and the instance of a subsystem equates
to the instance of its component parts. A subsystem may have interfaces, through
which the behaviour of its contents can be accessed.
We wish to use the subsystem concept within the specification of the system’s
physical configuration, and therefore, connections to the subsystem represent physical
connectivity to components of the system. This requires, similarly to behaviour
decomposition, an interface-like concept through which the connections can be made;
a more appropriate name is an ‘access point’.
Externally to the subsystem an access point works like an interface, showing
connectivity to the subsystem and its components. Inside the subsystem, there must be
a representation of every distinct access point referenced externally. The internal
representation should be used to show connectivity of the access points to internal
components of the subsystem.
Although subsystems are tied very closely to this configuration (or system
scenario) view of the system, they should still be included in the class and instance
dichotomy. There are likely to be occasions where a subsystem is replicated within
the system as a whole, hence implying the idea of instances of a particular subsystem
design. It must also be possible to define ‘multiple instances’ of a subsystem, as we
can with other components in this System Scenario specification. Fig. 6 shows an
















Fig. 6. System configuration using subsystems
The system shown is an extension to the example running through this paper, and
assumes that the company (of ten users) has expanded, enabling a second set of ten
user terminals connected by the same WAN connection to the information store, but
on a separate Ethernet LAN.
4.2.4 The consequences of UML version 1.3
Recently two books have been released ([12] and [13]) which are based on version 1.3
of the UML4. These give a much fuller description of Deployment diagrams and how
to use them. The new, refined, version 1.3 specification of the UML Deployment
diagrams solves the majority of the issues and problems with the version 1.1 raised
above, in a similar way to that outlined by our use of Object diagrams. The authors of
[12] and [13] recognise the deployment diagram as being a variation on Static
Structure (class or object diagrams), and illustrate their use as such.
If we use version 1.3 of the UML, the improved deployment diagrams enable a
much more satisfactory representation of the system configuration. Some of the
problems identified with the use of version 1.1 have been solved by the following
changes to the deployment diagrams semantics and notation:
• A node is defined as a classifier, and it may have attributes, and tagged
values.
• Nodes, like any other UML element, can be classes or instances.
• Objects can be correctly represented on a Deployment diagram, in the same
way as on any other diagram.
• Networks can be represented as nodes.
• Deployment diagrams can exist as two variations, one showing the types of
node that can exist, the other showing actual instances.
• The Subsystem concept can be used within any UML diagram, i.e. within
Deployment diagrams.
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Using the new deployment diagram notation and semantics, our example’s
extended system configuration can be shown as in fig. 7, and as before we can use
stereotype icons to give an alternative graphical representation identical to fig. 6.
Although this diagram appears to be UML version 1.3 compliant, it is unclear from
the literature as to whether it is totally so. The use of «Subsystem» Package instances,
and interfaces (as access points), both within deployment diagrams, are not explicitly
defined as compliant uses of UML notation. However, the use of these components in
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Fig. 7. System configuration, using version 1.3 Deployment diagram
The definition, within the new standard, of nodes as classifiers allows the
Execution Environment declarations (Technology Viewpoint related definitions) to be
illustrated using a deployment diagram showing node classes and the attributes of
those nodes. However, the use of this mechanism to define ‘node types’ (as in fig. 1
above) would require the use of generalisation relationships within a deployment
diagram, which is not compliant with the standard.
There is an alternative variation on ‘node type’ which adds another level of
complexity. It is quite feasible that it is required to define a ‘node type’ that shows a
specific allocation of objects on a node. A user_terminal for example, could be
thought of as a ‘node type’ that supports a Browser object. In this case we have two
conflicting ideas of the ‘type’ of a node when specifying an instance – the type
defining its attributes, and the type defining its supported objects. A node instance can
only have one ‘type’.
A possible solution to this problem is to use generalisation relationships within a
‘declaration’ style of deployment diagram. Our example user_terminal could be
declared as a subtype of Standard_PC, supporting a Browser object, and instances of
this node class can be specified.
5 Related Work
The majority of work related to the design or modelling of distributed systems
concentrates either on the application of behavioural elements of the system, or on the
detailed modelling of the networks and communication mechanisms of the distributed
system. The PERMABASE work covers a much broader set of requirements, enabling
the design and performance prediction of the whole system, software and hardware
components, and includes a specification of the – possibly complex – workloads or
driving component behaviour.
Jonkers et. al. ([5]) describe a system with a similar purpose to the PERMABASE
system. Their approach identifies two domains, the entity domain and the behaviour
domain, and is based on a bespoke modelling and design language – Architectural
Modelling Box (AMB), a language developed to meet design prerequisites as well as
performance modelling formalisms. Their system identifies most of the same concepts
as identified in PERMABASE, but uses bespoke notations and tools for design
specification. Of particular interest to this paper, is their identification and
representation of entity components (comparable to execution environment
components in PERMABASE). Their entity components (similarly) provide a
resource, which is used by behavioural elements. There does not appear to be a
mechanism for specifying how the system is loaded, though this is not a problem for
their approach as the behaviour specifications are simpler than those supported by
PERMABASE, modelling only the behaviour of a single process at a time.
The AUTOFOCUS project ([6] and others), although not specifically aimed at
performance engineering, is another similar project to PERMABASE, which provides
simulation, consistency checking, and code generation for a distributed system
specification. Provision for the system specification is split into four views or
description techniques, System Structure Diagrams, Data Types Definitions, State
Transition Diagrams, and Extended Event Traces. Their System Structure Diagram
attempts to describe the same area of the system specification addressed by this paper,
but it is directed towards embedded systems and describing hardware bespoke to a
particular system. The PERMABASE approach is more flexible, allowing also for the
specification of general hardware components used for supporting a variety of
software applications.
Woodside in [15] specifies the resource abstraction (physical components) directly
as a queuing model, and although this is suitable for performance modelling purposes,
we require a method more oriented towards system design.
Kandé et al. in [7] describe a relationship between UML diagrams and the ODP
viewpoints. However, this is rather a simple approach, particularly with reference to
the Technology viewpoint (which they do not attempt to represent in UML), and the
Engineering viewpoint, represented by Component and Deployment diagrams which,
as described earlier in this paper, are not really adequate for the job. The example
given is not complex enough to adequately show how they intend to use the diagrams
to give full engineering type specifications.
Bourdeau et al. [8], describe an interesting approach in which UML Collaboration
diagrams are used to represent hierarchical context diagrams. They start by treating
the system as an object, and then show the external entities interacting with it, and
then break down the system into subsystems, showing the (sub)contexts in which the
subsystems operate. They also recognise the importance of using domain specific
icons, instead of abstract boxes, to make their diagrams more visually recognisable by
non-UML experts.
The Real-Time UML book ([11]), makes some use of Deployment diagrams,
though in a manner more suited to embedded systems than distributed ones. They
define only the need to specify the deployment of active objects, whereas we require
the location of all objects whether they are active or passive.
6 Conclusion
We have demonstrated, within this paper, that it is possible to specify the physical
details of a distributed system design using the UML notation. The research illustrated
in this document has arisen from the requirement of the PERMABASE project to
enable the specification of distributed systems in such a way that a performance
model can be generated. It is clear from the results of the project ([16] and those
referenced therein) that the specification contains sufficient detail to automatically
generate a performance model of the system.
We have shown that the method developed within PERMABASE is in accordance
with the RM-ODP guidelines for the design of a distributed system’s physical
environment and is therefore appropriate for the design of distributed systems in
general.
Although some of the solutions in this paper will be superseded by the release of
UML version 1.3, this simply demonstrates that our method of use is in general
compliant with UML thinking. Given that version 1.3 solves some of the problems in
a similar way to that illustrated in this paper, we believe that the additional solutions
proposed here are suitable amendments to the use of UML. In particular we advocate
the following additions and uses:
• The use of generalisation relationships within a deployment diagram.
• The use of «subsystem» package classes and instances to enable a hierarchical
structure for the whole system deployment specification.
• The use of «interface» classes as physical ‘access points’ (or a similar
construct) to specify connections to «subsystems».
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